
Dear Friends,

The temperature is rising daily, mangoes have appeared in the
market, the swifts have arrived and the water is starting to get
scarce: summer is coming!! We are very grateful to God that
the water supply has been amazingly good so far, probably due
to the good rainy season earlier on this year.

We are also rejoicing for answered prayer! We have been
praying for months and months for a Malagasy doctor to join
the team, and we are pleased to announce that Dr Ionisoa will
be starting work next week. She is an experienced doctor,
looking to serve God in her professional capacity. She is not
from this region however, so will need to adapt to life in
Mandritsara and will need to learn the local dialect, the
Tsimihety language.

Some of you may have heard that the Mercy ships, a
Christian organisation providing free surgery to the local population has been in Madagascar since October 2014 and
will be here until May 2016. It is docked in Tamatave, a port on the East coast of Madagascar, which although
geographically isn't that far away, is 3 days by road (via the capital) or 3 days on foot followed by one day taxi, or 40
minutes by MAF plane (which is why we love MAF so much! They provide a massive help to remote places like
Mandritsara!). We've already had a few exchanges of personnel during it's time in

Madagascar but next week, a Mercy Ships screening team will be
coming to the Good News hospital to screen patients who would
benefit from surgery on board the ship.All their expenses will be paid
for: travel, food, accommodation, surgery, so it's an amazing opportunity
for patients with cleft lips, orthopaedic problems, benign tumours, etc.
Do pray for the team, that they would make wise decisions as to whom
to select, and pray for the hospital too, that we may carry on giving the
Christian hope to those who might be disappointed not to be able to go
to the ship and be 'cured'.

Our home assignment is in 6 weeks time! This year has been
particularly tough, so we are on count down! Please pray that although
we are excited to go back to Europe, we would concentrate on the
present, finish well, and hand over responsibilities to others.The work
permit/visa issues are causing delays to others coming out.This has an
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Please Praise God for:
• Dr Ionisoa who will be starting shortly, pray for quick adaptation to life and work in
Mandritsara
• The amazing work of the Mercy ship in Madagascar and the otherwise impossible
opportunities for patients to receive surgery
• Our inheritance in Christ which never perishes or fail and gives us joy despite hard times
Please pray for:
• The staff in the hospital as they welcome a new doctor and the Mercy ship screening team.
• Ongoing endurance and joy in the present times
• Accommodation for home assignment to be sorted out without too much stress.

impact on the whole team, so do continue to pray for stamina and wisdom! We also still don't know where we will be
living in London in the New year, so do pray that we would keep trusting in God re: accommodation and that it
wouldn't become a preoccupation in our minds, stopping us from enjoying our last weeks here!

The Africa Mercy
(Photo courtesy of www.mercyships.org)

For those of you already looking for Christmas gifts that have a lasting impact, do
consider the brilliant Friends of Mandritsara 2016 calendars: they are beautiful A4
calendars, reminding you to pray for the project, and the money will go towards the
running of the hospital, school, nursing school and radio!You can find details here:
http://www.mandritsara.org.uk/resources/store/




